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□ PROVIDES INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR 6 READING STRATEGIES
□ USES A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH TO ACHIEVE READING SUCCESS
□ PREPARES STUDENTS FOR ASSESSMENT IN READING COMPREHENSION

FOR THE TEACHER
What is the Hawker Brownlow Education
5-Step Reading Program?
The first tier of the program is Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies, a diagnostic
reading series that allows you to identify and assess
a student’s level of mastery for each of 12 reading
strategies (8 strategies in Book A and 6 strategies in
Book P and Book AA). The second tier is Strategies
to Achieve Reading Success which provides
remediation for strategies in Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies. Comprehensive
Assessment of Reading Strategies II, the fifth tier of
the program, is for use after students have been
diagnosed with Comprehensive Assessment of
Reading Strategies and have been instructed with
Strategies to Achieve Reading Success. See the back
of the book for all five tiers.
How do reading strategies differ from
reading skills?
According to Regie Routman (2000), strategies are the
thinking, problem-solving processes that the learner
deliberately initiates, incorporates and applies to
construct meaning. At this point, the reading strategies
become instinctively incorporated into one’s reading.
According to Afflerbach et al. (2008), when a reading
strategy becomes effortless and automatic, the strategy
has become a skill. Reading skills operate without the
reader’s deliberate control or conscious awareness.
What is Strategies to Achieve Reading
Success (STARS) Series?
Strategies to Achieve Reading Success is a
prescriptive reading series that provides essential
instruction in 12 reading strategies (8 strategies in
Book A and 6 strategies in Books AA and P.) This
ten-level series is designed for students in years
prep to 8. Strategies to Achieve Reading Success
provides precise instruction in and practice of
the strategies students need to master in order to
develop effective reading skills.
In Strategies to Achieve Reading Success, Book AA,
students receive step-by-step instruction in 6 strategies:
• Finding Main Idea
• Finding Details
• Putting Ideas in Order
• Understanding What Happens and Why
• Making a Guess
• Figuring Things Out
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In Strategies to Achieve Reading Success, Book
AA, students learn how to understand and apply
the 6 reading strategies. Each of the 6 strategy
lessons focuses on one specific reading area.
Teaching sequences use metacognition to lead
students to understandings about the reading
concepts through reading activities, reading
passages and questions.
Reading passages reflect a variety of genres and
curriculum content areas, including:
• narratives
• folktales
• fantasy
• fables
What is included in STARS, Book AA?
Each student book contains:
• 6 strategy lessons
Each ten-page lesson provides instruction and
practice in a specific reading strategy.
• 3 review lessons
A two-page review lesson follows every two
strategy lessons.
• 1 final review (in four parts)
The eight-page final review lesson provides
practice in the six reading strategies.
What is the organisation of the strategy
lessons in Book AA?
Each of the 6 strategy lessons is organised into
five parts. Each part develops the particular
strategy that is the subject of the lessons.
What is the organisation of the review
lessons in Book AA?
The student book has three review lessons, one
after every two strategy lessons. Each review
provides practice in the reading strategies taught
in the two previous lessons.
What is the organisation of the final review
in Book AA?
The final review provides practice in the 6 reading
strategies explored in the student book. The
final review is divided into four parts. Each part
incorporates the 6 strategies.
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Strategy Two: Finding Details
(Student Book pages 14–23)
PART ONE: Think About Finding Details
(Student Book pages 14 and 15)
Skill Development
• The main idea of a picture shows what the picture
is mainly about.
• Details in a picture tell more about the main idea.
In this lesson part, students are introduced to the
concept of finding details through pictures. Explain
to students that each picture has a main idea. Each
picture also includes details that tell more about the
main idea. On the board, write the bulleted concepts
for students to refer to as Part One continues.

SAY: Now add some details to the picture.
Show a road for the boy to ride on. Then
show his mother waving good-bye to him.
Pause to allow students time to add both details to
the picture.
SAY: Look at the picture again. Where is the
boy riding? (on a road) Who is waving to
him? (his mother) The main idea of the
picture is: A boy rides his bike. The road
and his mother are details. Details tell
more about the main idea.
Now put your finger on the picture of the
pencil near the bottom of the page. What
is the main idea of the picture?

Introductory Activity: Direct the students to
think about the same familiar story discussed in
the introductory activity of Strategy One. Have
students restate the main idea of the story. Write
the main idea on the board. Then ask students the
following questions:
“Who is the story about?”
“What is one thing that happens in the story?”
“Where does the story take place?”

Pause to allow students time to respond. Elicit the
following response: A girl plants flowers. Write the
main idea on the board.

Write the students’ answers on the board under the
main idea statement.

SAY: Look at the picture again. Why does
the girl need a watering can? (to water
the flowers) What is near the flowers?
(butterflies) The main idea of the picture
is: A girl plants flowers. The watering
can and the butterflies are details. Details
tell more about the main idea. Details tell
about who, what and where.

Explain to students that, like pictures, stories also
have details. Their answers to your who, what and
where questions are details about the story. Details
tell more about the main idea. Restate the main
idea written on the board and discuss how each
detail tells more about the main idea.
Before beginning, be sure each student has a student
book open to page 14. Also, assign each student a
partner to work with in Part One.
SAY: We are going to talk about main idea
and details. The main idea of a picture
shows what a picture is mostly about. The
details tell more about the main idea.
Put your finger on the picture of the
pencil near the middle of the page. What
is the main idea of the picture?
Pause to allow students time to respond. Elicit the
following response: A boy rides his bike. Write the
main idea on the board.
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SAY: Now add some details to the picture.
Show a watering can. Then show some
butterflies near the flowers.
Pause to allow students time to add both details to
the picture.

Work

with a partner.

SAY: Now work with your partner. Take turns
drawing a picture. Talk about the main
idea of each picture. Then talk about the
details that tell more about the main idea.
Pause to allow students time to work with their
partners.
SAY: Turn to page 15.
Pause to make sure all students have their books
open to page 15.
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RESEARCH SUMMARY
The following is a summary of the research upon
which the series Strategies to Achieve Reading
Success is based.
• Introduction to the Series
• How Is Strategies to Achieve Reading
Success Organised?
• How Do the Strategies to Achieve
Reading Success Instructional Strategies
Support Learners, Including Englishlanguage Learners?
• Why Does Strategies to Achieve
Reading Success Concentrate on These
Twelve Reading Strategies?
• Conclusion
• References

Introduction to the Series
Strategies to Achieve Reading Success (STARS
Series) is the instructional portion of a reading
program that spans from diagnosis to assessment.
The objectives of the STARS Series are to provide
targetted strategy-specific instruction and practice
to students learning key reading strategies and
to broaden student proficiency in error analysis.
The STARS Series provides a balanced learning
experience with targetted strategy instruction of
reading strategies along with the goal of achieving
reading comprehension. Students read and cull
relevant information from reading passages
and graphic aids. This information is then used
to respond to questions based on the lesson’s
strategy and theme. Through the STARS Series,
students build on their capacity to analyse, reason
and communicate ideas effectively by answering
questions in a variety of contexts and situations.
The organisational design of the STARS Series is
grounded in several areas of research, including
English-language instruction.

How Is Strategies to Achieve Reading
Success Organised?
Books A–H in the STARS Series have five parts
to each strategy lesson. Each part of a lesson is
organised by scaffolded instructional strategies.
Scaffolded instruction is the organisational
framework of the program.
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Scaffolded instruction benefits all types of
students, including English-language learners
(ELL). “Scaffolded instruction optimizes student
learning by providing a supportive environment
while facilitating student independence” (ERIC
Document, 2002). The STARS Series guides
students through the learning process from priorknowledge activation, modelled/direct instruction
with peer learning, text-guided instruction and
finally to independent work.
Part One: Think About the Strategy
Prior-knowledge Activation
Activating prior knowledge helps readers relate
their existing knowledge to the concepts in a
text. Prior knowledge allows students to make
unconscious inferences during reading. Students
also try to figure out how the text they are reading
relates to their personal prior knowledge (Pressley,
2002). Part One: Think About the Strategy begins
by cueing students to reflect upon their alreadyestablished content knowledge. Students then
demonstrate the mastery of their knowledge by
answering several open-ended questions. “Several
studies of second-language speakers and reading
comprehension indicate that prior and existing
cultural experiences are extremely important in
comprehending text” (Steffensen, Joag-Dev &
Anderson, 1979). Students reinforce their priorknowledge activation by discussing their responses
with a peer.
Part Two: Learn About the Strategy
Modelled/Direct Instruction
Students’ exposure to the lesson’s reading strategy
continues with Part Two: Learn About the
Strategy. Part Two begins with an instructional
page. Here the reading strategy is modelled and
directly instructed. “Many students, particularly
low-performing students, learn more quickly from
a clear, concise explanation of what to do and how
to do it” (Carnine, 1990). Students are asked to
read and think about the information surrounding
the reading strategy. This direct instruction is
followed by the lesson’s learning objectives, which
reinforce the key information about each reading
strategy. Students then apply their newfound
knowledge to two selected-response problems.
Once more students interact with a peer to discuss
their responses and to determine how they arrived
at their responses.
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UNDERSTANDING THE STRATEGIES
• Finding Main Idea
The main idea tells what a picture or story is mostly
about. To find the main idea of a picture, ask yourself,
“What does the picture show? What is the most
important idea in the picture?” To find the main idea of
a story, ask yourself, “What is the story telling me? What
is the story mostly about?”

• Finding Details
Pictures and stories all have details. Details tell more
about the main idea. Details in pictures often show who
or what the picture is about. They also sometimes show
what is happening, and where something is happening.
Details in stories often tell who the story is about, what is
happening and where the story takes place.
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